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Abstract
This study is different from the usual cases that testing the intuitive factor as rewarding that affects the
employees’ knowledge sharing. In this study, the focus shifts to concentrating on the emotional factors such as
interpersonal trust and the prosocial motives. Empirical methods are used to test the hypotheses, and the results
show that interpersonal trust affects employees’ knowledge sharing significantly. Moreover, the prosocial
motives have been evidenced that it moderately mediates the relationship between interpersonal trust and
knowledge sharing. This study has well evidenced all the hypotheses and gives suggestions for the future
research at the end.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge’s role as a competitive advantage for corporations’ competition has been emphasised (Nonaka and
Takeuchi, 1995), and knowledge is broadly recognised as an essential for operating firms successfully in the
modern era (Holste & Fields, 2010). Knowledge sharing is a driving power that urges the knowledge-creating
process and directs the intellectual capital performance at a high standard (Liebowitz 2001; Lin, 2008).
Fagerberg, Mowery & Nelson (2005) point out that organisations expect to fortify organisational knowledge
assets via transferring employees' knowledge to collective organisational knowledge. For example, some
organisations have made huge investments to develop knowledge management systems to encourage the
knowledge transfer process, and many corporations develop awarding systems to motivate the individual's
sharing aspiration to their co-workers (Connelly & Zweig, 2015). However, some knowledge is embedded in
individuals' brain, and it is acquired from the long-term learning. Haas and Hansen (2007) believe that some
knowledge such as personal experience and sharing its progress may need to request their intention. In reality,
organisations have been faced with the situation that many of the organisational members have not desired to
exchange their knowledge with peers (Denning, 2006; Casimir, Lee & Loon, 2012). The previous academic
contributions reveal the knowledge hiding or withholding phenomenon of employees (Connelly et al., 2012).
Accordingly, this study explores the factor that can facilitate employees' intentions of sharing their knowledge,
and explain how it can impact individuals’ knowledge sharing.
2. Review and Hypothesis
Interpersonal trust: The empirical results from the previous academic contribution reveal the knowledge hiding
or withholding phenomenon of employees (Connelly et al., 2012), and social scientists believe that trust acts as
the catalyst for organisational members’ cooperation (Dirks, 1999).
In organisational studies, unlike the institutional trust focusing on the relations between employees and
organisations (Anderson & Schalk, 2010), interpersonal trust as the name implies is based on the trust among
individuals (Zaheer, McEvily & Perrone, 1998). As knowledge sharing is generally recognised as an interaction
of the human beings, from previous studies, numbers of scholars support the view that interpersonal trust plays
an essential role for intra-organizational knowledge sharing (Hsu & Chang, 2014).
Mooradian, Renzl & Matzler(2006) illustrate that interpersonal trust is an expectation of peers' performance that
is based on experience (accumulated by observation or interacting process). Previous research shows that
organisational members’ interpersonal trust has positive relations with their willingness to share knowledge in
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organisations (Weir & Hutchings, 2005). From the above description, this study summarises that interpersonal
trust has been evidenced by previous research that has positive relations with organisational members' intention
to share their knowledge. Accordingly, this study proposes the first Hypothesis as follows: H1: Interpersonal
trust is positively related to knowledge sharing in the workplace.
Prosocial Motives: The prosocial motive is a concept that is frequently used in psychology, and it is increasingly
studied on Organizational citizenship behaviour (OCB) by modern scholars (Rioux & Penner, 2001; Wah,
Menkhoff & Evers, 2007). Much literature agrees that the OCB is a positive performance in the workplace
(Bolino et al., 2015; Organ, Podsakoff & MacKenzie, 2006), and OCB is an employees' behaviour that has the
contribution to maintain the context for tasks (Organ, 1997; Takeuchi, Bolino & Lin, 2015).
Employees have done more than their duty to help peers voluntarily, take additional responsibility, etc. (Bateman
& Organ, 1983; Bolino et al, 2015; Whiting, Podsakoff & Pierce, 2008), and OCB is hard to be enforced by
others as it is already beyond formal performance requirements (Al-Zu’bi, 2011).
According to the definition by Rioux and Penner (2001), prosocial motives is one of the three motives that are
obligated to OCB, and it shows the organisational members' purpose to help and maintain a positive relationship
with others (Takeuchi, Bolino & Lin, 2015).
Unlike the desiring of rewarding for knowledge sharing, people who based on the consideration of personal
compatibility may share their knowledge to help others voluntarily for the sociability (Wah et al. 2005; Lin,
2008). In this case, individuals may contribute knowledge to assist others due to this compatibility (Wah,
Menkhoff, Loh & Evers, 2007). Accordingly, this study proposes the second Hypothesis as follows: H2:
Prosocial motives are positively related to knowledge sharing in the workplace.
Interpersonal trust and Prosocial Motives: Different from the individualistic motive that expects to maximise
individual's interests, the prosocial motive desires to maximise personal outcomes and considering others’
benefits as well (De Dreu, Weingart, & Kwon, 2000; Giebels, de Dreu & van de Vliert, 2003). Giebels, de Dreu
& van de Vliert(2003) summarise that people with prosocial motives tend to optionally cooperate comparing
with egoistic motive, while they would reject cooperation if their partners repetitiously collapse the win-win
agreements. Likewise, in the interpersonal relationship, generosity and trust are the preconditions to maintain
cooperation (Gardner& West, 2004; Yost-Dubrow, R., & Dunham, 2018).
Scholars believe that individuals are more willing to help others whom they have a close personal relationship
with (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Holste & Fields, 2010), previous studies also show that trust has strong
relations with OCB (Singh & Srivastava, 2009). In human negotiation, high interpersonal trust contributes to
facilitating participants’ problem-solving prosocially (Giebels, de Dreu & van de Vliert, 2003). Accordingly, this
study proposes the H3: Interpersonal trust is positively related to prosocial motives.
According to the above description, if assuming that interpersonal trust is positively related to both prosocial
motives and knowledge sharing, prosocial motives are also positively associated with knowledge sharing.
Depending on the logical relationship, this study proposes the H4: Prosocial motives mediate the relationship
between interpersonal trust and knowledge sharing.
3. Methodology
Design and Respondents: Quantitative research methods are employed in this research, and a questionnaire is
utilised as the tool for data collection. Before distributing to the respondents, we have double-checked and
proofread the expression of the questions. After receiving a small scale of people's evaluation of the draft
questionnaire, we modified the questions to be more pellucid.
Nearly 300 people from different corporations in China were informed, and they were requested to answer the
questionnaire (the participants were selected from our formal co-workers, and graduated school followers).
129 respondents assisted the data collection progress. From the descriptive analysis, 58.91% of the respondents
are female, and 41.09% of respondents are male. 65.12% of the respondents' ages are concentrated from 26 to 40
years old, followed by the youth from 18 to 25 years of age with the percentage of 27.13%. From the data set,
the position of the respondents is ordinary workers, mid-level managers, and top managers with nearly the
percentage of 55.81%, 34.88%, and 9.30% respectively. Most respondents have accepted higher education with
40.31% acquired a bachelor’s degree, and 52.71% obtained a master’s degree.
In Appendix 1, the detail questions of the questionnaire have been illustrated. This study selects the questions
from the prior research to measure interpersonal trust (Independent variable). Zaheer, McEvily & Perrone (1998)
have adopted a scale by Rempel & Holmes (1986) to measure interpersonal trust, and after modification, the
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scale performs well with 0.8799 of Cranach's alpha that largely surpasses the minimum standard with 0.600 of
Cranach's alpha (Liao, Fei & Chen, 2007). Hence, we have adapted this 5-item scale for the second time and
include detailed descriptions to ensure the expression is clear and pellucid. Likewise, this study is based on the
contribution of Chow & Chan (2008) and summarises four questions to measure the knowledge sharing
(Dependent variable) from the viewpoint of people’s intention of knowledge sharing. Further, this study adopts
the approach of Grant & Mayer (2009) to measure the prosocial motive (Mediating Variable) in OCB. A 4-item
scale has been used for measurement of prosocial motives.
Reliability and Validity: This research adopts Likert seven scales for the variable measuring: from ‘1’ to ‘7’,
which equals the agreement level from ‘totally disagree’ to ‘totally agree’. Further, this research adopts 13 items
of the objective questions that are prepared to analyse the reliability of the questionnaire; Cranach's alpha value
of the total 13 items is 0.902.
Statistical details of the items are shown as below in Table 1. For quantitative research methods, from experience,
if the value of Cranach’s Alpha surpasses 0.600 that means the performance of the questionnaire is beyond the
ordinary researching level (Liao, Fei & Chen, 2007).
From Table 1, the minimum value of Cranach’s alpha is 0.808 that is much higher than 0.600. Hence, the
questionnaire’s reliability is acceptable for further analysis. In this paper, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett's test
is utilised to test whether the data is suitable for factor analysis. The result of KMO value is 0.887 in this
research, and ‘Bartlett's Test of Sphericity’ witnesses significance (p<0.001).
Table 1. Testing results of Reliability
Item
Interpersonal trust
Prosocial motives
Knowledge sharing

Question N
5
4
4

Cranach’s Alpha
.808
.899
.929

Ismail et al. (2010) summarise that, for most of the cases, KMO value is requested no less than 0.600, and
‘Bartlett's Test of Sphericity' requires witnessing significance. Hence, the above results mean that the data sets
are suitable for factor analysis, and this study uses Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) to test the validity.
This study uses the Principal Component Analysis to measure the items: Interpersonal trust, prosocial motives,
and Knowledge sharing. In table 2, the results show that there are three components, and the loading value that
surpasses 0.5 has been displayed.
Accordingly, this study summarises as follows: The factor load of all the items used for measuring knowledge
sharing is satisfactory; the factor load of all the items used for measuring prosocial motives is satisfactory;
Four-fifth of the items’ factor load that is used for measuring interpersonal trust is satisfactory. After testing the
validity of this questionnaire, this study starts the following analysing. According to the methods by Casimir, &
Loon (2012), this study uses the mean value of the satisfactory items of each component that has been used to
scores the three variables as independent, dependent and mediating variables.
From Table 3, the correlations between independent, dependent and mediating variables perform significantly.
The results show that interpersonal trust has positive correlations with both knowledge sharing (r= .586; p<0.01)
and prosocial motives (r=. 265; p<0.01). Additionally, the prosocial motive is significantly related to knowledge
sharing (r= .517; p<0.01).
Table 2. Rotated Component Matrix
Items
KS4
KS3
KS2
KS1
PM2
PM1
PM4
PM3
IT4
IT5
IT3
IT2

Component
2

1
.866
.862
.855
.739

3

.914
.858
.827
.761
.810
.739
.725
.649

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis
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Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization
a.

Rotation converged in 5 iterations. KS=Knowledge sharing; PM=Prosocial motives; IT=Interpersonal Trust.

Table 3. Descriptive analysis and Correlations
Variables
1.Individual status
2.Workers’ educational level
3. Interpersonal trust
4.Prosocial Movies
5.Knowledge sharing
Valid N=129

Mean
1.53
2.48
4.90
5.63
5.48

S. D.
.662
.626
1.057
1.029
1.130

1

2

3

4

-.060
.120
.273**
.311**

-.204*
-.058
-.190*

.265**
.586**

.517**

Notes. Gender: ‘1’= ‘male ’;‘2’=‘female ’
Individual’s educational level: ‘1’=Bachelor‘,’ 2=Master ‘3= ‘Doctor.'
Individual’s status: ‘1’=’Ordinary’; ‘2’= ‘medium ’; ‘3’=‘senior manager’
**. P <0.01 (2-tailed). *. P <0.05(2-tailed)
4. Hypothesis Testing
From the information in Table 4, Model 1(R2=. 344, p<0.001) shows that interpersonal trust has a significant
effect on knowledge sharing with β=. 594, p<0.001. Hence, these results support Hypothesis 1: Interpersonal
trust has a positive role in knowledge sharing. This result means people have higher interpersonal trust with their
peers, their aspiration on knowledge sharing would be stronger.
Further, Model 2(R2=. 268, p<0.001) shows the positive effect of prosocial motives on knowledge sharing. The
analysing results also evidence that prosocial motives have a significant impact on knowledge sharing with β=.
568, p<0.001. Hence, this result supports Hypothesis 2 successfully and illustrates that stronger prosocial
motives would promote organisational members’ knowledge sharing. Model 4(R2=. 070,p<0.01), and
additionally, illustrates the relations between interpersonal trust and prosocial motives, and the analysing results
show that interpersonal trust has significant effects on prosocial motives of β=. 244,p<0.01. Hence, this result
fully supported the Hypothesis 3. This result symbolises that Organisations can promote people’s prosocial
motives via strengthening the interpersonal trust among peers.
Accordingly, the above descriptions illustrate the correlation of interpersonal trust, prosocial motives, and
knowledge sharing. The followings would be the test of prosocial motives’ mediating role in the relationship
between interpersonal trust and knowledge sharing.
This research adopts the classical approaches by Baron & Kenny (1986) to examine the mediating effects, and
the conditions are summarised as below: 1. Independent variables need to affect dependent variables
significantly; 2. Independent variables need to affect the mediator significantly; 3. Mediate variable needs to
affect a dependent variable significantly; 4. Whether the independent variable’s significance changes when
including mediating variable into the original model that examines the relationship between the independent
variable and dependent variable.
Table 4. Regression analysis
Variables
Constant
Explanatory
Model Statistic

Interpersonal trust
Prosocial motive
R2
F

Knowledge Sharing
Model 1
Model 2
2.687***
2.287***
.594***
.568***
.344
.268
66.556***
46.437***

Prosocial motives
Model 3
Model 4
.775
4.475***
.489***
.244**
.427***
.485
.070
59.292***
9.592**

***.P<0.001; **. P <0.01; *. P <0.05;
According to the regression analysis results, the results support Hypothesis 1, and Model 1 satisfies the condition
one by the independent variable’s effects on the dependent variable is significant. Model 4, additionally,
illustrates the relations between interpersonal trust and prosocial motives, and independent variable significantly
affects the mediating variable. Model 1 evidences that prosocial motives have a significant effect on individuals'
knowledge sharing, and this satisfies condition 3: Mediator has a significant effect on the dependent variable.
After satisfying the above three conditions, we begin to include the mediator into the interaction model of
independent and dependent variables to examine whether it satisfies the last condition to prove the existence of
the mediating effect.
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Model 3 (R2=. 485, p<0.001) is created based on Model 1 (R2=. 344, p<0.001) and includes the mediator into the
model. Comparing Model 3 and Model 1, it is not tough to find that the β value of ‘interpersonal trust’ reduces
from 0.594 to 0.489, and the significant level still witnesses significance. The examining result satisfies the
experimental requirements as if the independent variable's affecting significance vanishes that means the
independent variable is wholly mediated, and the other situation may show that it is partly mediating effect
(Sarkis, Gonzalez-Torre & Adenso-Diaz, 2010).
Hence, analysing results show that prosocial motives partly mediate interpersonal trust’s effect on knowledge
sharing. Although H4 has been supported, the results show that the channels linking the interpersonal trust and
knowledge sharing are not limited to prosocial motives. Therefore, other mediators may need to be explored in
future studies.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper has already proven the Hypothesis from 1 to 4 that are fully supported by the analysing results. This
research shows that the interpersonal trust has a positive effect on employees’ knowledge sharing. Accordingly,
people are more willing to share with persons of higher-level interpersonal trust with them. Further, people’s
prosocial motives also contribute to their knowledge sharing intention. That means people’s motives in helping
others facilitate their knowledge sharing to be compatible. According to the research result, people’s prosocial
motive is also based on their interpersonal trust with their peers.
However, there are several limitations of this research which also need to be pointed out. The questionnaire has
been sent by experience, and the survey is designed by self-evaluation. Hence, respondents’ higher evaluation of
themselves may cause the statistical deviation.
Further, interpersonal trust has been emphasised and evidenced to affect the process of knowledge sharing
positively. That does not mean that only interpersonal trust has this unique effect. Hence, in future studies, more
research could focus on this direction to explore the factor that can boost employees’ knowledge sharing. From
the research results, the relationship between interpersonal trust and knowledge sharing in the workplace has
been proved to be partly mediated by prosocial motives. Hence, this result means there are not just prosocial
motives that have the bridge effects.
Accordingly, in the future research, some other factors are suggested to be explored. Furthermore, empirical
methods have been used. Researchers believe that a single research approach might limit the perspective (e.g.
Carr, 1994; Duffy, 1987). Hence, the diversity of research methods should be suggested for the future studies.
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Appendix 1
Notes: Likert 7 scales are used: ‘1’ to ‘7’ equals the agreement level ‘totally disagree’ to ‘totally agree’.
Respondents are requested to answer according to their situation to score the agreement level of the description
below.
Knowledge sharing (KS) adapts from Chow & Chan (2008)
KS 1: I am willing to share my work report, organisational documents with colleagues more diligently in my
future work.
KS 2: I am willing to share relevant work guides, models, and methods with my colleagues in the future.
KS 3: I am willing to share my accumulated experience and theoretical knowledge with my colleagues.
KS 4: I am willing to share my knowledge gained via learning and training with my colleagues.
Prosocial motives (PM) adapts from Grant & Mayer (2009)
PM 1: I hope my action at work has the positive effect on others.
PM 2: I hope I can help others via my works.
PM 3: I think if I have the ability to help others that will make me more excellent at work.
PM 4: I think if I have the ability to help others that will make my peers have a good impression.
Interpersonal trust (IT) adapts from Zaheer, McEvily & Perrone (1998)
IT 1: I have been consulting the people I work with.
IT 2: I can predict accurately of the action of the people I contact.
IT 3: I think most of the people I interact with are trustworthy.
IT 4: I am sure the people I meet will consider my interests.
IT 5: I will feel frustrated if I cannot predict the behaviour of people I interact with well.
(The questionnaire is written in Chinese, and the above is the English translation)
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